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composed of pure memories on the one hand, and perceptions, coloured
by memory in its form of habit taking effect in movements, on the
other. These stages are represented as different layers, but this is
probably to be understood figuratively. Apart from the artificial
conception of the soul, and from some questionable neurology, there
is much good ps3-chological analysis, which is indeed familiar in
principle in England from the recent criticisms of associationist writers,
but is presented here in an individual form (reminding the reader of
Prof. Baldwin) through M. Bergson's insistence on the motor character
of perception, and on the motor element involved in recognition.

Perception then, not pure, but in its familiar form, is a junction of two
processes: the one working from the soul downwards, from memory to
movement; the other upwards, from the external object to the finite
centre which is the bruin. The author then proceeds to show how the
two apparent disparates, matter and mind, can thus meet by resolving the
chief oppositions of Hie extended and the unextended, the quantitative
and the ijualitutive, the free and the necessary. As to the first he
maintains that matter is divided into pieces only for practical purposes,
being in fact continuous, that both perception and matter are ' extensive,'
while the space or extension which in thought belongs to matter as dis-
tinguished from mind is but a ' schema' which represents its practical
divisibility. The quality of sensations as distinguished from the quanti-
tative character of the movements of bodies he supposes to be due to
the contraction produced by memory—every sensation containing the
memory of the immediately preceding vibrations, and several millions
of vibrations (as in light) being contracted into a second, whereas to
perceive each separately would require years. Sensible qualities and
quantitative movements differ thus in respect of 'tension,' and the author
declares that the difference of body and mind is thus to be expressed
in terms of time rather than of space. The meaning of liberty (so far as
it can be made out from this work) has already been indicated in con-
nexion with the selection produced by the organism in perception.

There is much to be learnt from M. Bergson's book. But there are
some grsat difficulties left unresolved. (1) Perception which is said to
select images may distort them—all the difficulties of the Kantian
criticism are suggested thereby and they need notice. (2) The assumption
of a peculiar memory which is aware of the past as such (with this may
be compared Mr. L. T. Hobhouse's chapter on the subject) and which has
no physiological substrate. The conception of the faculty itself offers diffi-
culties enough, and the pathological evidence is surely quite insufficient.
Even if there in no loss of images in psychic blindness (as the author
contends) there may be loss of communication between image and per-
ception. (3) Things are described as images; whose images are they ?
If only the observer's, why deny the sensorial character of the brain on the
ground that the brain being itself an image cannot have images ? Such
an image might still have imagination. If things are images in the
sense of psychic existences, the assumption is a very large one. Nor
do we understand M. Bergson to say this; but the difficulty, of the
alternative remains.

S. ALEXANDER.

La Logique de Hegel. Par GEORGES NOEL. Professeur de Philosophie an
Lyce"t Lakanal. Paris: Fe"lix Alcan, 1897. Pp. viii., 188.

Mr. Noel'? book forms a most admirable introduction to the study of Hegel.
He has grasped the great truth, which so many commentators ignore,
that Hegel produced something which he asserted to be a demonstrated
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and coherent system, and that the main point in any thorough criticism
of his teaching must be to inquire, not whether it is genial, or suggestive,
or inspiring, but whether it has been proved to be true. From this it
follows that it is impossible to make any serious study of Hegel without
mastering the Logic. The Phenomenologie is nothing but an introduc-
tion, the other works are only applications. On the validity of the Logic
everything depends.

It is not, however, the beginner only who will find this book valuable.
It would be impossible for any one, however well acquainted with Hegel's
own works, to read it without gaining new light on the system as a whole,
and, in a still greater degree, on the details of the Logic.

The first chapter is devoted to a general account of the dialectic
method. Here Mr. Noel strikes, we think, the right note at the be-
ginning by pointing out that the method is by no means so mysterious and
unparalleled as has been asserted. " Le systeme de Hegel n'est que
celui de Kant debarrass^ de ses inconsequences " (p. 5). Nor does it
reject the principle of contradiction. " Si en effet l'esprit ne repugnait
a la contradiction, s'il pouvait y demeurer et s'y complaire, le proces
dialectique s'arreterait de lui-meme ou pour mietix dire il ne saurait
commencer. Est-il en effet autre chose que l'effort continu de l'esprit
pour s'affranchh- de la contradiction ? " (p. 15).

The general view taken by Mr. Noel of the validity of the dialectic
agrees with that taken by Mr. Bradley in his Logic—that the motive
force of the process lies, not in the beginning, but in the synthesis which
forms the end. Thus he says, "Loin de faire de l'abstrait le principe
du concret, il s'attache obstine'ment a inontrer que celui-la ne se com-
prend que par celui-ci" (p. 11). And again, " Si la contradiction nous
y amene et nous la fait decouvrir, ce n'est pas elle qui la produit. Elle
pre"existait en nous a l'aperception de la contradiction et c'est sa pre-
sence qui, quoique non remarque'e, nous permis de poser la these et
l'anthithese ainsi que lenr rapport " (p. 16).

On these principles he finds no difficulty when, in chapter v. (" La
Logique dans le Systeme "), he comes to deal with the transition from
Logic to Nature which Prof. Seth finds so fallacious. "Prise dans
son ensemble, la Logique soutient avec l'extra-logique un rapport analogue
a celui qu'en son sein chaque categorie soutient avec la suivante. Elle
est un moment de l'ldee dont la Nature et l'Esprit sont les moments
nlte'rieurs " (p. 117). This is followed by a careful discussion of the
most perplexing feature in the transition— the emphasis which Hegel
lays on the freedom of the passage to Nature (p. 124).

In chapters ii., iii. and iv., the three books of the Logic are discussed
in detail. The Greater Logic is followed, where it differs from the Logic
of the Encyclopedia. This course is obviously the most convenient for
French students, since the Greater Logic has been translated into French,
while the Smaller has not. And it must be admitted that the alterations
which Hegel made in the argument when he composed the shorter version
are scarcely improvements. On the other hand, the Smaller Logic pre-
sumably gives us Hegel's final view of the system.

These three chapters are in some respects the most valuable part of
the book, but it is of course impossible to give any idea of their merits by
extracts. A good example of Mr. Noel's clear and thoughtful exposition
may be formed in his treatment of the very difficult transition from
Werden to Daaein (p. 25).

The seventh chapter is entitled ' 'Le Dogmatisme de Hegel". The
author has no difficulty in showing that Hegelianisn bears no very close
relation to Spinozism. He then goes on to suggest that, of all the
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philosophers of the seventeenth century, Leibniz most closely resembles
Hegel (p. 141). This is a significant and profound remark. It is to be
regretted that it was not developed at greater length. It would involve
the whole question of Hegel's treatment of the individual. "We should
perhaps have to distinguish between the recognition of the individual
which Hegel ought to have yielded, on his own premises, and the dis-
paragement of the individual which may not infrequently be found in
his applications of his system.

The discussion of Hegel's pantheism which follows is perhaps scarcely
exhaustive. No doubt Hegel's God is neither an unrealised ideal nor a
blind necessity. But the further question still remains whether he is a
society or a person. Both the Logic and the Philosophy of Religion give
some grounds for supposing that he—or rather it—must be conceived as
a society, and in that case Pantheist might perhaps be the least in-
appropriate label for Hegel's theological position.

The book closes with a discussion of the relation of Hegel to con-
temporary thought. It is devoted mainly to the consideration of objec-
tions raised by positivists and neo-criticists. It is natural that every
writer should give most attention to the criticisms which come from his
own country, but it would have been very interesting and useful if Mr.
Noel had seen his way to include Lotze and Mr. Bradley among the
philosophers he discusses. They both stand much nearer to Hegel than
Comte or Mr. Benouvier, and, for that very reason, their differences from
Hegel are more significant. They require careful and thorough treat-
ment from a Hegelian standpoint, which no one would be better quali-
fied to give than Mr. Noel, if he feels inclined to increase the debt which
all students of Hegel already owe him for his brilliant and scholarly
work.

J. ELLIS MCTAGOABT.
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